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Sell solutions not sponsorship. Before picking up the phone or sending the proposal, identify your
		 value proposition. What’s the big idea? How would sponsorship of your chapter, workshop, webinar,
		 website, awards program or event be meaningful to your prospects and their organizations?
•

•

		
		
		
		

Sell what’s most marketable, not what needs funding. Just because you need money to put AV or
a web hookup in a presentation room, does not mean that is necessarily what you should be selling.
Your strongest assets may be something else entirely, such as access to your influential board of
directors and the opportunity for year-round promotions to your membership community. Many
sponsorship fees—unlike some philanthropic donations—are unrestricted.

Base fees on value, not budget. The fee must be commensurate with the rights and benefits being
		 delivered, which may be more than the budget of what’s being sold.
•

Highlight benefits, not features. Focus on the prospect’s need to build their business or visibility
		 for his or her brand, message or something else. Do not expect a prospect to wade through a data
		 dump to figure out what they want.
•

Be fair about the packages. Give prospects a reason to buy at the highest level. Reserve key benefits
		 for your biggest sponsors. Create clear differences for sponsorships at higher and lower levels.
•

Tailor to sponsor category. Identify what your prospect wants to accomplish and who they want to
		 reach. Think about their hot buttons and budget priorities. Some may not want an exhibit table at
		 your event; for another, that might be key.
•

•
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Don’t send a proposal until after the initial discussion. You’ve gotten the name of a prospect. It’s
best to be introduced from the inside. Does an IABC member work there? Who’s the right person to
speak to about sponsorship? Who is the decision-maker. This is not the time to create a full-blown
proposal. Instead, use a one-pager or short email. Be clear on their budget, objectives, timing and
process, if you can. Once you’ve connected regarding interest, you are ensured that you are heading
down the reasonable path, it’s time to send the proposal.
Go to everyone in the category at once. Once you understand the category, do not send out proposals
one at time — waiting for the first prospect’s response — as it will take you considerable time to
wade through the category. If there’s a fit for one organization in the category, likely you can apply it
to the others. Who signs on first might surprise you! If you have an “exclusive” or a one-of such as
“presenting sponsor,” by all means, wait a bit and cultivate him or her longer.

Have a media plan first. Having media exposure is very important to prospects looking to IABC for
		 possible sponsorship. Know ahead of time what you’ll be doing and who it will reach. You can always
		 add and discover new avenues later.
•

Put a deadline on your offers. There are only three acceptable outcomes of any call or meeting: yes,
		 no or definite next steps. Next steps might include getting the go-ahead to prepare a final proposal
		 and invoice. Or it might only be scheduling a time/date for the next discussion.
•

Commit. Sponsorship sales are partially a numbers game; many sponsorships start with a cold call.
		 Sponsorship sales require lots of follow-up and hand-holding. Keep a master list of everyone
		 contacted, when they commit (or not) and any other details that may be needed for future reference.
•
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sponsorship director vs. sponsorship team

Iowa
Las Vegas
Lincoln, NE
Los Angeles
Madision, WI and vicinity
Minnesota
Omaha, NE and vicinity
Orange County, CA
Oregon/Columbia
San Diego, CA and vicinity
San Francisco, CA and vicinity
Seattle, WA and vicinity

types of sponsors: past sponsors, related industry, out of industry

Silicon Valley, CA
St. Louis, MO and vicinity
Tucson, AZ and vicinity
Utah

kind of sponsorship: real dollars vs. in-kind

make a connection with sponsors before, during, and after event (program)

